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A classical conjecture in differential topology is that an n-manifold immerses 
in R 2~-~(~, where a(n) is the number  of ones in the dyadic expansion of n. We 
prove a corollary of this conjecture, namely, that at the Thorn  space level, the 
map T(v) --~ MO factors through MO(n -- a(n)). 
l .  INTRODUCTION 
Let M ~ be a C ~, compact, closed n-manifold. A classical conjecture 
in differential topology is that M ~ immerses in R 2~-"(n) ,  where c~(n) is 
the number of ones in the dyadic expansion of n (see [3, 5]). By results 
of Hirsch [4], this is equivalent o showing that the normal bundle v 
of M ~ has geometric dimension n - -  oL(n), or that the diagram below 
factors. 
M s v --~ BOk , 
where k is large and v is the classifying map of the normal bundle of 
M ~ C R ~+k. 
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In this paper we prove that the above diagram factors at the Thorn 
space level. For a vector bundle ~, let T(~) denote its Thorn space and 
let ~k be the universal k-plane bundle over BO k . Let MO(n -- o~(n)) be 
the spectrum whose kth term is T(~ k I BO~_~(~)), k >~ n -- ~(n), and let 
T(v) be the spectrum whose kth term is T(%), v e = normal bundle of 
M ~ C R n+k. MO = {T(~k) } and hence MO(n-  c~(n))C MO and the 
classifying map of v k gives a map T(v) -+ MO. 
THEOREM 1. For an n-manifold M ~ as above, the following diagram 
factors up to homotopy. 
MO(n -- a(n)) 
/ /S  1 
T(v) , MO. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
The main tool is a spectrum B(k ) constructed by Brown and Gitler [1]. 
We first review some of the properties of B(k ) . (Note that our notation 
is slightly different from that in [1].) Let A be the mod 2 Steenrod 
algebra. There exist spectra B(k ) such that 
(a) H*(B(k)) ~ A/A({x(Sqi) I 2i > k}). 
(b) I f  i:B(e) --~ K(Z2,0)  is a map of spectra representing 
1 e H°(B(k)), then i . :  (B(~))q(X)--~ Ha(X ) is an epimorphism for any 
CW-complex X if q < k + 1. Here (B(k))q(X) denotes the homology 
theory defined by the spectrum B(k ) . 
(c) H~(B(k)) = 0 if q > k -- ~(k). 
Property (b) and S-duality immediately ield 
(d) i , :  (B(~_q))q(T(v)) --~ Hq(T(v)) 
is an epimorphism. (Cohomology is indexed so that the Thorn class has 
dimension 0.) 
Another result we will need is due to Brown [2]. He showed that 
every n-manifold is cobordant to one which immerses in R 2~-"(n) or 
equivalently that z%(MO(n -- c~(n))) --~ zrn(MO ) is an epimorphism. 
Finally, we will need the classical result of Thorn [6] that MO is 
homotopy equivalent o a wedge of Ei lenberg-MacLane spectra. We 
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realize this equivalence as follows. Let S m and K(Z2,  m) denote the 
spectra whose hth terms are the (m + k)-sphere and the Eilenberg- 
MacLane space of type (Z2, m + k), respectively. Choose a Z 2 basis {]3} 
for ~r , (MO),  fl: S I~1 ~ MO,  and choose a map j: K(Z2 , O) --+ MO such 
that the Thom class pulls back to the cohomology generator. Le t  
fi: K(Ze , ]]3 l) ~ MO be the composition 
K(Z2 ,1~ [) :S I~ I^K(Z2,0)  B^i MO A MO ",  MO, 
where/x corresponds to Whitney sum. One may easily check that if {fi*} 
is an A-basis for H*(MO)  such that f i*(f i)= 1 and ]3*(y)= 0 if 
]3' @ ]3, then )~*(fi) is the generator of H*(K(Z~,  I]3 1)) and 1~*(]3'), for 
]3' ~ ]3, is not a generator. Hence, 
V fi: V K(Z, ,  l fl I) -~ MO 
B 
is a homotopy equivalence. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
Letp~ = id ^ i: S I~l ^  B(~_IB 0 --+ S Iol ^ K(Z~ , 0). Let 
T ~ V SlOl ^ B(~-l~l) 
/3 
and 
P = Vpo: T~ V K(Z~, t,8 ])- 
B 
Property (d) in Section 2 says that the following diagram factors. 
T 
/lo 
/ V K(Z , I l) / 
T(v) ~- MO. 
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Hence, to prove the theorem, it is enough to show that for each/3, the 
following diagram factors. 
SJ~l ^ B(.-rBj) ~- MO(n  - ~(n)) 
K(Ze  , 13 I) - -> MO.  
If I f l l=  0, then this follows by property (c) of Section 2as 
MO(n - -  c~(n)) -~  MO is a homotopy equivalence through dimensions 
n -  ~(n) and B(,) has trivial cohomology above dimension -  c~(n). 
For a general/3, we construct a factoring as follows. By the result of 
Brown quoted in Section 2, S rBJ -+ MO factors through MO([  f i ] - -  
a([/3 1)) and as observed above, B(n_~(n)  ~ K(Zg ,  O) ~ MO factors 
through MO(n - -  a(n) - -  o~(n - -  a(n))). Note, since a(a + b) ~ a(a) -}- 
~(b), 
L31 - ~(I 3 I) + n - 131  - ~(n - 13  I) -<- n - ~,(n). 
The desired factoring is thus 
SI~I A B(n-I~I) --> MO( I  fl - a(] fi J)) ^  MO(n - l fl ] - o~(n - [ fi I)) ~ MO(n-  o~(n)) 
SI~I ^ K(Z2  , O) , MO ^ MO , MO.  
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